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Agrowing number of backup service providers (BSPs) let
small organizations with limited IT resources put distributed
server backups, restores and media vaulting into the hands

of backup experts. Also, organizations with adequate IT staffs often
turn to BSPs as a way to reliably back up servers in remote offices
where there are no IT resources, or as a way to rectify an out-of-
control backup environment.

Data protection for distributed servers has become a proverbial
double-edge sword. Organizations have come to rely solely on
backing up distributed servers and sending media off-site for safe-
keeping. Marc Farley, author of Building Storage Networks
(Second Edition), says that many IT organizations experience
chronic difficulties in managing network backup. Common problems
Farley cites include insufficient management resources, insufficient
capacity and time, hardware failures, media failures, network prob-
lems, and lack of practice, planning and testing.

Coming to grips with the messiness of a server backup situation
often prompts an IT department to turn to outsourcing. That is what
happened at HP Hood, a $500 million provider of dairy and spe-
cialty food products located in Chelsea, MA.

For almost 18 months, six systems administrators, located in five
of the eight offices in New England and New York, used to fire off
the daily incremental backups and weekly backups for each of the 15
Windows NT servers located in the eight offices. About 500 employ-
ees use these servers connected by a wide area network (WAN).

However, early morning backups failed, which required a restart,
thus keeping employees from using the network. When backups
started to fail around the clock, IT network manager, Bill Moulton,
implemented a surveillance procedure requiring each of the six sys-
tems administrators to spend the first 90 minutes of each morning ver-
ifying their servers’ backups. Moulton says, “If a backup did not run,
they had to investigate the cause — the tape, the backup software, or
the way the backup was scheduled. All findings went to me each day.”

Keeping track of the rotation of off-site backup tapes for each of
the server locations also proved cumbersome. Moulton devised a
set of procedures and check lists for the location of tapes.

Finally, he declared a moratorium on backups and found a way
to justify spending $3,700 a month or $44,000 a year for amerivault
corp., a company that offers business-to-business online backup
and restore services. amerivault based the figure on what it would
cost per gigabyte to back up about 100GB.

However, HP Hood’s hard costs — $20,000 a year for tapes,
$8,000 a year for software licenses, as well as off-site storage costs
— would mean shelling out an additional $10,000 for amerivault.
To reduce the expense, Moulton factored in two budgeted items —

$28,000 to replace the DAT devices and $8,000 to upgrade their
backup software to Windows 2000. He then went one step further
and looked at the soft cost for each systems administrator to check
backups. This cost came to $81,000 (six systems administrations x
1.5 hours x five days a week x 52 weeks a year x $35 an hour).

Using a BSP does not require a lot of effort and might reduce an
organization’s backup window. The systems administrators at HP
Hood installed amerivault’s proprietary agent software on their work-
station or laptop and on each server. The software provides systematic
procedures for scheduling the automated incremental batch backups.

Moulton says, “Systems administrators can walk away or watch
as the backup occurs. They can see which files have changes, and
how much data was compressed. If a backup fails the first time,
they will get an email message immediately.”

HP Hood’s backups take anywhere from five to 20 minutes,
rather than several hours like before. Employees can use the servers
as they are being backed up.

HP Hood uses its full T1 Internet connection, which goes to a
port outside of the company’s firewall, to transmit data to
amerivault’s DS3 line. To restore files with amerivault, systems
administrators select the files, directories or entire drives they want
to restore from, and then answer a few questions about where to
place the data. Finally, the server connects to amerivault and for-
wards the files to the designated location.

Outsourcing provides organizations with many alternatives for
effective backup strategies: What type of medium to use — tape vs.

disk? How often to do
backups, incremental
batch vs. real-time incre-
mental? Which servers
to backup — just the

remote servers or all
servers?

Backup Service Providers enable small organizations with limited IT resources to put distributed server
backups, restores and media vaulting into the hands of backup experts. Also, BSPs provide organizations

with a way to reliably back up servers in remote offices where there are no IT resources, or as a way to
rectify an out-of-control backup environment.
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Mercury Print Productions, an electronic
printing company in Rochester, NY, decid-
ed to outsource its remote warehouse Oracle
servers to Iron Mountain, a BSP that uses
third-party software from LiveVault to do
continuous, real-time backups. The company
determined that having a BSP do a batch
backup of a database in the middle of the
night is not good. With Iron Mountain, the
servers are backed up to within five minutes
as changes occur.

Even BSPs cannot guarantee that their
customers’ backups and restores will not get
off without a hitch on occasion. However,
the quality of peace and mind a BSP provides
it customers when these things happen sepa-
rates one service from the other. As Todd
Knipe, Mercury’s information systems
analyst says, “If my broadband connection
goes down or my server hangs up, the folks
at Iron Mountain call me within a half hour.
If they cannot reach me, they call the CFO.
Either way, they let you know why your
server is not being backed up.”

Unfortunately, BSPs can fall prey to out-
ages, too, causing customers a great deal of
anxiety. An IT executive from Sun Life
Financial, Wellesley, MA, who did not want
his name mentioned, says this about one of
the BSPs: “They did a good job of commu-
nicating the problems, but kept providing
unrealistic times for getting back on online.
Since we were only backing up a few
servers, we did not suffer any setbacks. If
this organization was backing up all of my
data, the outage would have been completely
unacceptable.” To this end, organizations
considering outsourcing should get customer
referrals, especially from small regional
BSPs, to find out about service availability.

In addition to protecting backed up data,
BSPs do double duty by providing the appro-
priate media if a customer needs to reload a
primary server, or by acting as a customer’s
remote hot site. Some BSPs will put the data
on either a DLT tape or a Network Attached
Storage (NAS) box and express mail the
media to the customer. If the BSP is within
driving distance, the customer might be able
to bring the server to the BSP and have the
data reloaded directly to the server.

The fixed costs associated with using a
BSP come as one of the drawbacks of out-
sourcing backups, especially for a small
organization. A monthly bill from a BSP will
be scrutinized by management, and the IT
department might be asked to reduce what is
perceived to be a lot of money. For example,

at one point, Incentive Systems, a sales
automation software company in Bedford,
MA, was paying up to $15,000 a month to
back up and store more than 400GB of data
across 12 Windows NT servers. The compa-
ny decided to cut six months off the storage
length to save $5,000 per month.

Ironically, even organizations with mas-
sive IT resources and massive budgets cannot
escape the unpredictability of effectively
managing distributed server backups.
StorageNetworks has determined that backup
is one task that most large IT departments
would gladly outsource. The company handles
the backup of Microsoft’s Redmond campus,
as well as servers at Cisco’s headquarters.

A major financial holding company in
northern California is grappling with the best
way to reduce the monthly backup bill of
about 200 Windows NT servers to EVault, a
BSP based in Walnut Creek, CA. Selvestre
Raymundo, backup administrator, says,
“Since some employees keep the same files in
multiple areas, we are paying double, if not
triple, to back up the same data. We are look-
ing at using Storage Resource Management
(SRM) tools, such as Precise-WQuinn’s
StorageCentral SRM, to determine how much
redundant data we can eliminate, and what
type of data we need to monitor.”

The cost of having a BSP handle more than
2TB of data motivated Apotex, a $500 million
generic pharmaceutical manufacturer in
Toronto, Canada, to become its own disk-to-
disk BSP. As CIO Michael Davidson says,
“We tested backing up about 70GB of data
from an SAP development server located in
Vancouver to EVault’s facility outside of
Toronto. It was a great test, but it was expen-
sive even for such a small amount of data.”

Instead, Davidson licensed EVault’s propri-
etary software and uses it to back up about 60

NT/2000 SAP servers, as well as file servers,
in parallel to two identical SANs — one
located at Apotex’s data center in Toronto,
and another SAN located in an affiliate’s data
center 45 miles away. He says, “We have
eliminated much of the inherent costs of
buying media, storing it offsite, and licensing
backup software. At one time, we were paying
about $250,000 a year for tapes. Cutting the
restore time of a file from two days to 10
minutes provides the major advantage of
backing up to disk rather than tape. We also
have a system available for disaster recovery.”

THE LOWDOWN ON BACKUP
SERVICE PROVIDERS

A BSP exists to fit just about every organi-
zation’s backup requirements and budget.
Some BSPs specialize in small- to mid-size
regional companies, while other BSPs, along
with some storage service providers, go after
the Fortune 500. Each BSP might offer differ-
ent choices for backup media (tape vs. disk),
backup frequency (real-time vs. batch), types
of network connections (VPN to OC12),
online restore methods, preparation of media
for server recovery, encryption methods sup-
ported, and off-site vaulting of tapes, as well
as service level agreements. Most BSPs
charge a per gigabyte fee for the amount of
data stored each month. The fee usually goes
down as the amount of stored data increases.
Some fees might include other services, such
as tape vaulting or free online restores.  

Elizabeth Ferrarini is a freelance writer based
in Boston, MA. She can be contacted via
email at lswive@aol.com.

Do Your Backup Costs Add Up to Outsourcing Advantages?

The best way to decide if outsourcing will provide you any cost advantages is to determine
your overall backup costs for the servers you want to outsource. So, grab a pencil and some
paper and start adding up your verifiable costs as best you can. In addition to the overall
costs, you should factor in the cost of any lost data due to a failure to backup.

Media Costs: Cost of Each Tape x Number of Tapes Used Per Year
Cost of Equipment:
• Depreciation cost of tape back up device and backup server per server
• Cost of backup software license per server
• Cost of any warranty on backup device and backup server per server
Manpower Costs: Average number of hours each system administrator spends per week

handling backup and restore tasks, and getting tapes ready to be sent off site
Vaulting Charges: Cost to store and retrieve the tapes from an off-site vault for the

past year
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LiveVault by Iron Mountain
Boston, MA
www.ironmountain.com

• Overview: Using the LiveVault software,
this service supports continuous,
real-time disk-to-disk backup for
Windows NT servers and disk-to-tape
backup for Sun Solaris. A Web browser
provides access for restores.

• Monthly Cost: Includes all backups,
any online file restores, and vaulting
of tapes to an off-site Iron Mountain
facility. The cost per gigabyte starts
at $100 and decreases as volume
increases.

• Server Restore: Will either ship a CD
or a NAS device. There is a fee for a
server restore.

• Tape Vaulting: Yes to an Iron Mountain
facility.

• Connectivity: Supports most network
connections, such as DSL.

• Encryption Supported: Includes AES,
digital certificates, digital signatures,
and tunneling.

• Other: Customers can license LiveVault
software and set up a remote backup
facility.

XSDataSolutions
Miami, FL
www.xsdatasolutions.com

• Overview: Customers can have service
manage the backup entirely, or manage
their backups using the service’s
resources. The service uses Veritas’
NetBackup. All data gets sent to tape at
same data center.

• Monthly Cost: Between $25 to $30 per
gigabyte for self-managed backup
service. Between $35 to $40 per gigabyte
for managed service. Costs are the same
regardless of number of gigabytes.
Each service includes a fixed number of
free restores.

• Server Restore: No charge for cutting a
tape to restore a server.

• Tape Vaulting to Off-Site Facility:
Costs $25 per month for 20GB.

• Connectivity: Network connections
include the Internet, a VPN, or a dedicated
frame relay connection.

• Encryption Supported: SSL or the
customer can encrypt its own before
sending it.

SwapDrive
Washington, D.C.
www.swapdrive.com

• Overview: This provider offers a disk-to-
disk server backup (either continuous or
batch) for open systems platform.
Software supported includes Veritas’
NetBackup or Legato’s Networker. A Web
browser provides access to backed data
for restores and distributing files.

• Monthly Cost: The cost is $29.99 per
gigabyte per month and includes all file
restores. Volume pricing is available.

• Server Restore: Cutting a CD or a tape
for a server restore costs $50 an hour,
plus media cost. The service vaults data
on disk for two weeks.

• Tape Vaulting to Off-Site Facility: If
requested, the service will arrange
long-term tape vaulting to an off-site
location.

• Connectivity: The service supports most
network connections, including DS3 and
a VPN.

• Encryption: The customer can encrypt
the transfer or encrypt at the server level
and leave the data encrypted. Supports
triple DES.

• Other: A dozen regional Internet Service
Providers resell this service.

EVault
Walnut Creek, CA
www.evault.com

• Overview: EVault, one of the first
companies to offer an online backup
service, uses disk for incremental batch
backups for open systems platforms.
Customers use software developed
by EVault.

• Monthly Cost: Ranges from $40 to $60
per gigabyte, depending on volume
of data stored. No charge for online
file restores.

• Server Restore: For server restores,
EVault can either cut a tape or send data
on a NAS filer. There is an hourly charge
plus delivery and media fees.

• Connectivity: Supports all network
connections.

• Encryption Supported: Yes, most types.
• Tape Vaulting to an Off-Site Facility:

Use of a SunGard facility is optional.
Service supports most encryption protocols
and most network connections.

• Other: About 26 organizations, including
amerivault, provide backup services using
EVault’s software. End-user customers
can license the EVault software and set
up their own backup facilities.

ManagedStorage
Boulder, CO
www.managedstorage.com

• Overview: This StorageTek spin-off
works with five regional service
providers, such as ViaWest, to enable
customers to do incremental backups to
a tape library for primary backup or for
second site tape vaulting. Veritas’
NetBackup is used to backup open
systems platforms. A Web portal
provides backup job status.

• Monthly Cost: A flat $10 per gigabyte,
including all file restores.

• Server Restore: Can request a CD or
reload from the tape library. Charge
depends on the number of tape slots
you buy.

• Connectivity: VPN, DS3, OC12, and
Gigabit Ethernet.

• Encryption Supported: Veritas
encryption client.

• Tape Vaulting to Off-site Facility: Yes,
$10 per gigabyte per month, plus a slot
fee of $4 per gigabyte per month.

• Other: The five providers comprise
about 21 data centers in the U.S.

StorageNetworks
Waltham, MA
www.storagenetworks.com

• Overview: STORbackup provides a fully
managed (batch incremental or batch
full) tape backup and restore service for
Fortune Global 2500 organizations.
Some customers back up to disk. The
service uses either Veritas’ NetBackup or
Legato’s Networker to handle all open
systems platforms. A strictly enforced
service level agreement (SLA) defines
the types of backups, the way file restores
and server recovery are handled, the
performance and availability levels, and
the length of time tapes are stored in an
Iron Mountain off-site vault.

• Monthly Cost: Pricing depends on the
SLA requirements.

• Server Restore: Yes, depends on SLA.
• Tape Vaulting to Off-site Facility: Yes, Iron

Mountain.
• Connectivity: Network connections go

all the way up to an OC48 line.
• Encryption: Support all types.

Backup Service Providers
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